January 11, 2020
January 11 2020 meet
10 am
144 Shell Drive,
Brunswick Community Rd
past Ellis marine and Sun
Belt

Remember, dues are due at the January 2020 meeting.

$35.

Please bring your payment or mail it to Gerald Dukes, 354 Pine Court
Rd., Hortense, Ga.. 31543 Save a stamp and bring to meeting: Makes
checks out to GIWW. If you bring cash, please bring correct amount.
Gerald Dukes, 354 Pine Court Rd, Hortense, GA 31543

NEWS
The upcoming meeting may be a little hard to find for you all. Community rd. just past Ellis Marine and
Sun Belt Rentals is Shell Drive. Turn down Shell and its on the left side of road. Big parking area so
plenty of room for those big cars like Ralph drives.
Mike Hastings is doing a show and tell on his Guitar building operation. Its my understanding that this
has been done once before, but we have new members now and some that did not make the last demo.

From Eddie Wildsmith
I guess I am jumping in with both feet and this next meet will become the oﬃcial pres. of the
group. That being said, If ANYBODY has ANY ideas on demos for our upcoming meetings, I'm
all ears! So please, if you have something in mind, or a project that you'd like to see, please
speak up!
I'd like to concentrate too, on getting more people involved in our club. There's so many
talented woodworkers and wood turners out there that don't even know we exist, so I'd like to
get the word out, that we DO exist. The only downside to that, is we usually have limited space
at some of our meeting locations. Hopefully, that won't be an issue to many times.
I look forward to this year as your new President!

Somebody sent me this here picture of our old president….( did I say old) well not pointing fingers for sure as
we are all tying for that illustrious position. But a good picture for sure

Brag and show

Steve Dmetruk

I think the wood might be camphor but I
am not sure. I found it in my late friend’s
workshop with a chuck on it and I offered
to finish it. His wife was ecstatic. I think
the “horseshoe” is just some spalting. It
didn’t show on the blank inside until I
turned it some. It is a beautiful piece.
I am working wife his wife to set a day in
January to invite the Guild to come by for
a sale of his equipment. He has a lot of
nice stuff and I will send pics. I left David
an email about a month ago and replied
affirmatively on this.
Barb H. mentioned to Steve that a
upside down horseshoe means
good luck or just maybe a good
idea not to stand behind a horse.

Herb M

Herb sent me these couple pics with
the message saying he is catching up.
With what I have no idea

Live Oak

cherry bread board

Cherry Charcuterie Road

Barb H

Cute little buggers

